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EFFECT OF PERIODIC CF_ANC-ES OF A..GLE OF ATTACF
.. 0_ BEHAVIOR OF AIRFOILS. *
" By R. Katzmayr.
a
Both from theoretical considerations and the observation
of bird flight, we have learned that soaring flight is possibl_
only when an airfoil can dr_w energy from the'surromuding air;
also, that this can be best acoompllshed in gusty weather. T_
correctness of the _oove statement _as, moreover, verified by
th_ Rhone so_zi._g flights cf m_n-carryiz_, engin_less airplan_
in the autumn of i921. Only qumlitative tests had hitherto
been.made on the effect of periodic changes of the angle of
attack of resisting bodies. These experiments also confirm the
claim to a considerable reduction in the dra G with only a slight
influence on the lift.
In _ay, 1921, the writer beg_n a series of experiments,
Which, although still f&_ from completion, has already given
quantitative results on the effect of periodic changes in the
direction of the relative _ir flo_; against _irfoils. /The exper-
iments, which wsre performed in the aerodynamic l_boz_tory of
the Vienna Technical High School, may be divided i_o two ser-
ies. The first series embraces all the experiments in which the
angle of attack of the wing model was changed by causing the
latter to oscillate about an _xis parallel to the span and at
right aa_ies to the ai_ flo_. The second aeries cmb_'_oe_ all
the experiments in which the direction of tke air flow itself
i e/
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was periodically changed.
The results of the first series of experiments will be giv-
en first. A knowledge of the general plan of the Vienna aero-
0 •
dynamic l_ooratory is here assumed. * I will simply mention that
the direction of the air flow is vertically do,-nward and that
the experiment chamber is freely accessible, the same as in the
f:
Got tingen laboratory.
It is evide_t that the strong oscillations, necessarily
Occurring in th_se e:_eriments, could not be sufficiently dam_ed
B
by the ordinary devices. For this purpose, there was attached
to the balance _ _for determining the lift) (Fig. l) an exten-
sion B, from the free end of which hun_ a plate d, immersed
in a vessel of oil c. The float-balance e (for measuring the
drag) was likewise damped by a plate g, immersed in _, ve_e_
of oll and connected with the float-balance by means of the wire
h. The lift and drag were measured separately, since the man-
ner of attaching the drive for oscillating the model did not
allow the simultaneous measuring of both values. The model w_s
supported in the air stream by means of two sheet steel pieces
of the shape shown in Fig. 2. The pieces m penetrate the mod-
S °
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el at two points, where there are pivots n, about which the
I
model can be readily turned with reference to the steel pieces.
Contrary to the usual method of suspendin_ the wing model in th_
air stream, the pieces m are attached to the float-balance
e by means of the vertical wires i and to the balance a b7
* Von Doblhoff, ZFV, 1o14, No._. 7 and 8: "Das Aeromecbanische
'T
Laboratorit_m der Lehrkanzel fur Luft_chiffahrt und Automobilwes-
en an der k.k. Technischen Hochschule in ?lien. "
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me_m_ of the horizontal wires o _nd p. The model q could turn
freely about the pivots n, "r,!thout aff,,utin 6 the balances.
i_'__,_e_-_uring the lift, the wing model q
of the e_-cen_r!c dz'ive :_, and the wiro_,
which were attached to a cross-piece t,
the model, and to the double-armed lever
was oscillated by means
r and s (Fi_. _ 1),
rigidly connected _r_th
u_. The latter oscii-
lated about the axis w I. The eccentric drive, v_ received it_
power from the electrlc motor x_. Whil, determining the,_lift
the drag balance was held stationary. SIIlce r _nd s were ex-
actly perpendicular to o and p_ the rc_iln_s of balance a
were not affected. In determining the d_.:_.., the model q was
oscillated by the horizontal rod ._%, whloh v_as connected wl_h
the vertical le._er za. The latter osc!ll_tcs .%oout the pivot
w2, thereby oscillating the model q
rod z_ was oscillated by the lever
electric motor x_ and the eccentric
about the axis n. The "
u2, which was driven by the
v_. SiDce the length.jof
the lever arm zm equalled the distance r_om the leadin_ edge
of the wing _o its axis of rotation n a:_d the rod y= was al-
ways _erpendicular to the direction of th,, wires i, the det_r-
min&tlon cf the drag _s not affected by the o_oillatlon of the
model.
The experiments were performed with the Gottlngen win_ sec-
tion G185, shown in Fig. Sa. Its dimens_,_us wore 720 x l_O mm_
I: was subjected to three wind pressures .,C P _ 5, lO and 20 m_
of water and else to three different oscillation s_eeds of the
model (_C, _0 _nd gO complete oscillatlox_;_ per minute) at differ-
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ent oscillation angles _ (Fig. 4). The latter were set at
• 9 °, _120, and _i5 °, while the mean angle of attack a was
sivsn the values -6 °, -3 ° 0° 3° and 6 °.
#
The results ar_ sho.wn in Table 1 and Fig. 5. At the oulset
it must be staked that the results, at least within the allowable
error limits, were independent of the oscillation speed of the
model. The influence of the wind pressure on the results was
normal, i.e., increasing pressure gave more favorable values of
L/D. In every instance, the oscillation of the airfoil, in an
air flow of uniform velocity and direction, produced a decidedly
unfayorable effect on both lift and drag. The latterlincreases
with the amplitude of the oscillation angle _. The position
of the individual points of the diagram for different oscilla-
tion angles is worthy of note• They lie, with considerable accu-
racy, on straight lines intersecting at a point which might be
termed the "pole". The practical significance of this fact is
that, for a given, rather large oscillation angle _ (a vari&ticn
c_. ths zero ang_ a, about which the cscill_tions occur), th_z_
is no change in the m_nitude of the air force. Hence, the air-
any
foll works llke/ordinary resisting body of simple definite lift
and drag. In any case, it is of practical significance that, with
a wind blowing in a constant direction, no improvement of the
aerodynamic properties cf an airfoil can be obtained by causinE
it to oscillate about an axis n lying within the perimeter _nd
parallel to the edge of the airfoil.
. ,
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The question &ro_e as _o wnether these results would be
changed; if, in_tead of turnlnz _ziodic_ ly abou_ the axis n,
the oscillations were parallel to the chord of the airfoil. In
this event, there would be no chang? in the angle of attack,
but rather a change in the aerodynamic_dly effective starting an-
gle, corresponding to the flapping of a bird's wings. For these
experiments, the model was suspended in the air stream the same
as for an ordinary experiment. The balance a was, however,
placed on a slide, so that it could be shoved back and forth on
a horizontal base, the motion being transmitted to _he model by
means of the retaining wire. In fact, the leading edge of the
airfoil made an insignificant motion parallel to the direction
of flow, caused by the oscilla_ on of the model about the upper
suspension point of the wires i (Fig. 1). The amplitude of
these oscillations was only 0.8 mm and may therefore be disr_
garde_ The amplitude of the oscillations per_endlmlar to the
direction of flow was lO0 mm. The experiment was first tried
with the model G189. The oscillation numbers per minute were
ll. 5 and 28.5. The results, given in Fig. g, show, in both cases,
change for the worse in the aerodynamic constants of the air-
foil, in comparison with those for a motionless model in a u_-
formly flowing air stream. The change for the worse is areater
for a larger number of oscillations per minute. In both case_,
there is a marked increase in the drag, while the llft is only
slightly diminished. The airfoil G413 (Fig. 3b) was _so tried
under llke conditions, the n_mber of oscillations ;er mimute b_i:
qI
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30 and 37.5. From Fig. 7, which gives the results, we see tha_
this airfoil was also affected unfavorably by _arallsl oscill_-
tlons in a uniformly flowing _ir strear..
As already mentioned, the second series embraced all those
experiments in 7hi_ the model remained stationary in the air
strew, while the direction of the air flow itself was subje_ ed
to periodi_ oscillations. The device, which was Installed at
the mouth of the outlet cone is shown in Fig. 8. It consists of
four streamlined bodies: l, 2, 3, and 4, of the shape and dimen-
sions shown in Fig. 9. They were attached by flexible straps on
the end toward the outlet cone• The spacings between them were
120 mm and their trailing edges were 600 mm from the leading
edge of the airfoil at q. The arrangement was such that the
modeldid not stand directly in line with either of the guldin_
bodies. To the trailing edges of the guiding bodies 1-4 the rci_
@-9 were respectively _ttached in su_ manner that all the guides
moved in unSson. Rod 7 was specially long and was attached to
the eccentric wheel _ driven by the motor xs. The guiding
bodies 1-4 could be made of other lengths by attaching the con-
necting rod at other points on rod 7. Since the air speed could
not be measured with the ordinary laboratory equipment, a simple
Pitot tube _as attached to rod 7, just above the airfoil, so that
its open end c_me between guides 2 and 3. A rubber tube connect-
ed the Pitot tube to the manometer ll (Fig. 8). The manner of
suspension of the airfoil and the reinforced dampin_ device were
the same as in the first series of experiments. %
bI
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_The first task was to determine the effect of the oscillat:
ing guides 1-4 on the air strew. By means of woolen threads
held in _he air stream, it was found that although the guides em-
bzac6d only the middle portion of the air stream, the latter :;as
very uniformly deflected _hroughout its whole width. The guides
could be Zurned through an angl e up to _ = 2.6° without the air
flow becoming notiseably separated from their surfaces. There
occurred, however_ z strong disturbance of _he air flow. The fol
lowing experiments were therefore only carried to _=_24 °. When
the guides 1-4 oscillated, all the threads s_ung synchronously,
though their maximtun deflection was somewhat less than tha_ of
the guides. In the following tables Zhere are accordingly _iven
both the _aximum deflections _ of the g_uides and _ of the
threads. The latter was found by hanging in _he air s_ream a
finely drawn glass tube, which, on account of its light weight
assumed with sufficient accuracy the direction of the threads.
Also errors due to gravity cannot have been very large. The
greatest deflections of this glass indicator were observed with
a cathetometer and read on a curved scale. Since both positive
and negative articular deviations were read and compared, it m_y
be assumed that no great absolute errors could have been made
in the determination of the direction of the air flow. At any
rate, reliable co_parative values between the individu_.l series
of measurezents were obtained. The glass tube, used as an indi
cabot, was suspended in :he air stream a little above _he _ _::__g
cage and beycna _.he influence of the model.
|• °
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As already mentioned, the air pressur_ was measured with a
e
Pito _ tube• Its readings were compared with a control tube and a
second micromanometeT and both the reliability of this method of
measuring and the uniformity of the velocity of the different
portions of the air stream were verifiled. It is obvious that the
oscillations of the guides must produce pulsations in the air
stream. Thus far it has not been possible to determine these
quantitatively by simple means. They could not, however, have
been very great, since both manometers varied but slightly during
the experiment.
The best proof of the reliability of the guiding device prob-
ably consisted in the fact that, through a gradual turning of the
guides 1-4 with a stationary model, the normal and tangential
force lines of the wing model could be directly obtained, since,
in the above manner, the change in the angle of attack was effect-
ed by changing the direction of the air flow and the air force
components perpendicular and parallel to the wing chord could be
weighed directly by both balances. A comparison of the normal-
tangential (N & T) line, thus obtained, with the line obtained
f_om the lift-drag line gives a noteworthy agreement of both lines
as may be seen in Figs. lO-12 for the three airfoils shown in Figs.
3a, 3b, and 3c. Therein the encircled points indicate the values
obtained by deducticn from the lift-drag line and the points mark-
ed with exes indica_ the values obtained by direct weighing.
The models G189 and G413 and also the airfoil LAI09 (Fig. 30)
• |
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were employed in the experiments. _ The latter had the regular di-
mensions, 900 x 150 mm, employed in the Viehna institute. Alon E
with two thick wing sections, of different dimensions but the sa_:_
aspect ratio, a thin one was accordingly also tested. All the
tests were made with a pressure of 20 mm of water. Each model was
subjected to six different degrees of change in the direction of
the air blast and also to at least two different cscillatlon
speeds of the air stream. The angle of attack of the model was
changed 3 degrees at a time from 0 to 15 ° (or 18°). Since the os-
cillations of the ga!ding mechanism took place symmetrically about
the zero direction determined by the dir_ctlon cf the supporting
wires i, the llft and drag values could be directly determined
by _eighing . Each mcdel was subjected to the blast with the
_uiding mechanism at rest _,nd _Iso -=i_h it removed. These exper-
iments produced the known _henomenon of an improvement in the ae-
zodynamlo characteristics of a wing model with increasing turbu-
lence of the air stzeam_ as combined in Figs. 13-15.
• Taole 2 _nd Fig. 18 throw light on the behavior of section
GiB$ (Fig. 3a), while table 3 and Fig. 17 show the behavior of
section G413 (Fig. 3b) _%d t_ le 4 and Fig. 18 show the behavior
of wing section LAI09 (Fig. 3c) in an oscillating air stream.
For convenient comparison the llft-drag line of the given section
is included in each fixate.
Consideration cf the results shows first thzt the effect of
* The _In_ section 0413 is taken from the First Report cf the C6t-
tingen Aerc_zn_mic Lsbczato_l, p.?8. Wing section LAI09 is co;led
from a wing section taken from the lower wing of an Anatra biplane.
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_n _ir stream with periodic changes in direction is quite diff,:r-
efit from that of its mechanical analogon, an oscillating model fr
an alr stream flowing in a constant direction. All the tested
_In_ sections show in common _ _nslderable reduction of the dr_.g,
_hlch, however, is combined with a reduction in the lift. The
latter Is not sufficient, however, at least for the small angle
of attack a, to impair the lift-drag ratios ¢ . _ith the thick
_!ng sections, a negative drag with a _ositive llft could be re-
peatedly measured, corresponding therefore to forward ascendin_
flight. The tested models all show further that with increasing
magnitude of the changes in direction of the air stream, the aero-
dynamic constants of the model improve in the above direction, al-
though this phenomenon seems to have an up_er limit, since e.g.
the section G189, beginning at an oscillation angle of _ _ _9°;
section G413, beginning at _ _ _ll°; and section LAI09, beginnin_
at _ _ _12 °, show a new increase of the drag with a further re-
duction of the llft. Regarding the influence of the number of os-
cillations of the air stream per minute, it could be established
that this is of little importance, as appears especially from
t_le 5, referring to section G189, which was subjected success-
Ively to 27.3, 43, I00, and I06 oscillations of the air stream
per minute. On the other hand, the experimental results of
sections G 413 and LA 109 show that, _ith a smaller number of os-
cillations, a somewhat greater lift, but also a greater drag
could be observed. In Figures 18 - 18, the lift-drag lines
were introduced only as mean values of the experimental results
for different oscillation numbers. It is worth noting that
I •
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the above-mentioned _henomena occurred at a relatively small a.L "
of deflection of the direction of flow and even at 30 oscilla-
tions pen minute. H_nce a period of two seconds for _ complete
oscillation sufficed to accomplish considerable improvement in
the aerodynamic properties of a wing section.
Although the experiments of series 1 showed that no practice±
use was attainable by periodically changing the aerodyr_mically
effective angle of attack of a wing in a constant air stream,
"combined" oscillation experiments were nevertheless undertaken
L
I
| °
with the model G413. Hereby the wing model not only oscil_&ted
about the angles of attack a o = 0 °, 6° and-6 o with _5 ° _m-
plitude, but the air stream also changed synchronously its direc-
tion of flow about the zero position _o = 0° between the maxim_
values _ _ -_5° (oscillation of guiding mechanism _ = _12°).
The eccentric wheel drove not only the guiding mechanism, but _l-
so (Fig. l) the lever w2 with the lever z_ and the rod y_.
The oscillations of the model and of the air stream were synchro-
nous though not of like pha_e, but showed in consequence of the
shortening of the rod_ the course plotted in Fig. 19 of the chang-
ing of the aerodynamic angle of attack a i. It may be deduced
from the figure that the angular deflections of the model and air
stream are constantly combined in such manner (though not harmon-
ically), that one oscillation t_kes place for every _vave trough "
and crest. The drag was simply measured at p = 20 .mm of water.
Table 6 shows that the influence of the oscillating wing model on
the final result is also unfavorable. The strengthening of the
changes of a i through synchronous oscillations of the wing it- I_,
t_Q
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L o
self are consequcntly not of equal aerodynam_ic value with a gzeat-
er change in the direction of the air stream.
•" The experiments are still far from being finished• At first
no stability investigations were undertaken and the experimental
methods are yet to be improved. It is however already established
that the effect of flowing air, whose direction is undergoing con-
_tant periodical changes, is extraordinarily favorable on air-
foilg. The results show further that wing sections which exhibit
favorable chazacteristics in a constant air flow, work stil.l better
in an oscillating current, and also that wing sections with high
resistances are bettar in practice. Periodio oscillations, or
parallel motions of the wings in uniformlF flowing or even in an
J
oscillating alr stream, always considerably impair the aerodynazls
properti es.
Translated by National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,.
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